
ORTOP WORKSHOP 3  
Robot Navigation & Missions
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ORTOP W3 GOALS
GOAL:  

Help Teams Learn Robot Navigation & Mission Planning Skills 

METHOD: 
EXPLORE - A simple problem 

EXPLAIN - Background skill information 

APPLY - Hands-on application of new skill 

Any questions from W1 or W2? 
Slides at: ortop.org/Workshops
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NAVIGATION

(Explore) Common Navigation Problems 
Test your intuition: What navigation problems do you observe?
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NAVIGATION
(Explain) Common Navigation Problems  

Video from a real team, Search Engine mission 

Items to look for: 

Starting position in base 

Moves & turns 

Robot design - light sensor & tool motor 

What happens when the robot approaches the SE mission? 

Return to base 

Repeatability 

Lets rerun the video and look for these items 

We will address all of these navigation skills and more in this 
workshop
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GOING STRAIGHT - LAB
(Apply) Way Points  

Where does the robot want to go? 

Introduce Way Points - points along the 
path from starting position to end goal. 

Each Way Point has an error zone 

Search Engine Mission starts at Base and 
ends in front of the Search Engine, ready 
to pick a knowledge block. 

We will address Way Points more in a few 
minutes. 

But first, lets learn about error zones and, 
going straight
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Going Straight using rotation sensor 
Tape 2 pieces of paper on table, about 2 feet apart 

Program the robot to move 2 feet, starting on the first 
piece of paper and stopping on the second 

Start the robot at exactly the same location for each 
run. Draw a line on the first piece of paper and place 
the front axles on the line, marking their position.  Also, 
mark the rear ball starting position. 

Using the front axle marker, place a dot or small x 
where the robot stops on the second piece of paper  

Run 4-5 times at speeds of 20 & 60 recording data for 
each run 

Draw a box around the stopping points to show X and Y 
position, this box is the error zone 

Go! 10 min. - Discussion of Results

GOING STRAIGHT - LAB
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Going Straight using color 
sensor 

Place a strip of blue tape on the second 
piece of paper 

Program the robot to move forward (speed 
20) to detect the blue line and stop 

Use “Color Sensor - Compare - Color” or 
“Color Sensor - Compare - Reflected Light 
Intensity” 

Mark where the robot stops using one of 
the front axle positions, and draw a box 
around the stopping points 

Repeat the test with speeds 5 & 60. 

Draw a box around the stopping points to 
show X and Y position,  Go! 10 min.

GOING STRAIGHT - LAB
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GOING STRAIGHT

Error Zone Discussion & Homework: 
What was your rotation sensor error zone for the Going 
Straight Lab? 

speed 5: X side to side ___ , Y front to back ___ 

speed 20: X side to side ___ , Y front to back ___ 

speed 60: X side to side ___ , Y front to back ___ 

What was your color sensor error zone for the Going 
Straight Lab? 

speed 5: X side to side ___ , Y front to back ___ 

speed 20: X side to side ___ , Y front to back ____  

speed 60: X side to side ___ , Y front to back ____  

Discussion: record team data.  Notice any overshoot in 
these exercises?
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GOING STRAIGHT

Error Zone Discussion: 
How can we relate error zones and 
going straight back to the Search 
Engine mission? 

Going straight & error zones are key 
navigational skills 

Any questions about error zones and 
going straight?
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BACKGROUND

Oregon FLL Championships - Jan. 2015 
Distribution of high & low table scores 

Low table scores below 100 ~ 15 teams each day 

High table scores above 200 ~ 10 teams each day 

What are the navigation skill differences?
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NAVIGATION

Common Navigation Problems
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We watched lots of competition videos, here is 
what we observed of low scoring teams:

Aiming the robot in base 

Robot moves out from base executing moves and turns 
without finding way points 

Robot attachments came close to the goal, but missed 
the mission 

Robots getting hung up on mission pieces 

Robots getting stuck along the wall 

Team members not knowing what to do next



NAVIGATION

Common Navigation Problems
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Attachments - multiple fingers vs. single 
finger 

Heavy attachments - tool motor has little 
control with a massive attachment 

Tall robots tip over 

Large robots have trouble squeezing 
between missions

All teams need help with navigation 

We will spend the remainder of 
class developing navigational skills



Stanford Prof. Sebastian Thrun - A.I. for Robotics 

Localization: Robot uses sensors to learn its location

LOCALIZATION
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 Licensed under Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0  with permission from Stanford Professor Sebastian Thrun and Udacity.   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Localization skills: 
LAB: Establishing Way Points - Lines & Objects the robot 
can find 

Using the TrashTrek mat, plan two routes from Base to a 
point in front of the Compactor 

Include way points, moves, turns, line follows, wall bumps, in 
your plan. 

Use Mission Planning Sheet (next two slides) 

Go! 10 min.  Class Discussion of Results

LOCALIZATION
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MISSION PLANNING
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Mission Planning Sheet 
 
Mission(s):______________________________________ Maximum Score: _________ 
Program Name: __________________Memory size: ____ Time to run: _____________ 
 
(image of field mat) 
 
Plan Overview: ___________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Starting Position:__________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Sensors Used (Port): __________(___),  __________(___),  __________(___) 
                                  __________(___),  __________(___),  __________(___) 
 
Navigation Details (include waypoints):   ______________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 



MISSION PLANNING
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Localization skills: 
Find a line using the Color Sensor 

Distance from sensor to mat is critical - 1/4 to 3/8 inch 

Shade sensor from ambient light 

Color Sensor - Compare - Reflected Light Intensity 

Color Sensor - Compare - Color - (LEGO Cube) 

black=1, blue=2, green=3, yellow=4, red=5, white=6, 
brown=7 

Find an object using the Ultrasonic Sensor 

Consider accuracy, reflective surfaces 

Ultrasonic Sensor - Compare - Distance 
Centimeters

LOCALIZATION
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Localization skills: 
Alignment blocks in base 

Attachment Compensation for Error Zones 

Bump the wall, Bump a corner 

Follow the wall - wheels

LOCALIZATION
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Base Alignment Error Zones Follow the Wall



Localization skills: 
Follow the wall 

Turn away from the wall 

Bump wall for alignment

LOCALIZATION
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Follow a line - zig-zag 
LAB: Program a zig-zag line follower 

Follow the black line North to the Sorter Rail 

Commands you will need: 

Move Steering: turn right, turn left 

Color Sensor: find edge of black line 

Loop: move - detect line - move … 

Break out of loop after 3-4 sec. 

Start with robot against wall next to black line 

Go! 15 min.  

(Linefollow-ZZ-Switch.ev3) (Linefollow-ZZLoop.ev3) 

Class Discussion: How did this exercise go?

LOCALIZATION
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Localization skill areas in practice 
Stafford GEARS

LOCALIZATION
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2 wheel “spin” turn: 
on for degrees 

steering slider right or left 

medium power 

wheel rotation 180 degrees - turns 
robot ~ 90 degrees (depends on wheel 
size) starting point>>>>trial error 

brake when finished

TURNING
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1 wheel turn: 
on for degrees 

medium power 

wheel rotation 360 degrees to 
turn the robot ~90 degrees trial 
error>>> 

brake when finished 

LAB exercise at home: record 
error zones & overshoot for both 
kinds of turns

TURNING
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PROGRAMMING HELP
Help tab at top 

Show Context Help - highlight a 
program block, then click Context 
Help 

Show EV3 Help - takes you to top 
level EV3 help - help files are on 
your computer
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MEMORY MANAGEMENT
Open Memory Browser 

Tools - Memory Browser 

Shows projects & memory 
allocation
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Buoy Mission 
Pick up the buoy and move it 
to the ship 

Use a line follower 

Use the tool motor with 
attachment 

Go! 30 min.

MISSIONS
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Composting Mission 
Push the yellow plunger 

Use a line follower 

Use the tool motor with 
attachment 

Go! 30 min.

MISSIONS
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W3 SUMMARY

Help Your Teams Develop Navigational  Skills 
Identify Routes and Way Points to Missions 

Identify and compensate for Error Zones 

Find a Line, Find an Object 

Alignment Blocks in Base 

Follow a Wall, Bump the Wall, Bump a Corner 

Follow a Line 

Understand Robot and Attachment Size & Weight 

LOCALIZATION: The robot knows where it is on the Mission Field 

Good Luck, and we will see you all at the Qualifying Tournaments! 
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